Tech Tokens
Choose the future technology you want!
Try this!

1. Imagine that you plan to invest in new biotechnologies. Look through the yellow cards to learn about some existing and future technologies. Then set them out on the table so they’re all visible.

Place your Tech Tokens on the technologies that you think are important and would like to see developed.

2. Now, turn the blue character cards face down, mix them up, and pick one. Pretend you’re the person on this card. Do you think they would choose to invest in the same technologies as you?

Put your tokens on the technologies you think that person might want to support.

(Note: Each player gets a set of 10 tokens. Be sure each person takes a different color!)

Talk about it...

Does everyone in your group value the same technologies? Why or why not?

How might some of these new technologies change the way we live? Would the changes benefit everyone equally, all around the world?